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FORWARD:
In the spring of 2014, I taught a course on the personal narrative as a political
form at Stateville Correctional Center, just outside of Chicago. We began with the premise that detailed accounts of ordinary life can perform important political work. They
can help us to see how particular political institutions, policies, and systems inform our
life trajectories by shaping our sense of what is possible, desirable, and necessary to
survive and thrive from day to day.
We drew on personal narratives by James Baldwin, Malcolm X, Zora Neale Hurston, Tillie Olsen, June Jordon, Jamaica Kincaid, Tim O’Brien and others. We met once a
week on Thursdays and read several short pieces in preparation for each class meeting.
In our discussions and in-class writing assignments, we identified the techniques each
author used to situate scenes from ordinary life within family histories that span generations, alongside local histories of place, or in relation to national political events. A
writing assignment was due every week and we spent some portion of every class reading
these aloud. It is not easy to write in prison conditions—cells are small, cell houses are
loud, materials are scarce. Classes are cancelled, sometimes for several weeks at a time,
when the prison goes on “lock down.” Students are transferred to segregation in the
middle of the term. Despite all of these hurdles, the brothers of the narrative, as they
proposed calling themselves on our last day together, produced remarkable writing week
after week. Some of our best class sessions were spent just listening to each others’
stories.
I have endeavored to capture some sense of the camaraderie that emerged over the
course of our time together in the selection, editing, and arrangement of their writing
in this anthology. It is divided into four sections, each of which explores a particular
theme, using a range of formal techniques. Each section begins with a quotation from one
of the course readings that we found particularly compelling and that served as the
inspiration for subsequent writing assignments. Key themes emerged out of class discussions, we discovered particularly useful narrative techniques through our own writing,
and came to appreciate both the personal style of each author and the ways their stories
resonated with our own as we read each other’s work throughout the semester.
We began by reading James Baldwin’s letter to his nephew on the occasion of the
100th anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation and writing our own “open letters”
to family members. Baldwin locates his recollections of family life in the context of the
racist logic of the 1930s, 40s and 50s in order to tell his nephew about the “conditions
under which you were born.” Following his premise that to “know whence you came” is
necessary to survival, the letters reprinted below situate specific life trajectories within the contemporary conditions that circumscribe them. N. Triplett’s letter to his son,
Najae, begins “I write to you today to explain yesterday in the hopes that you will have a
better tomorrow.” Triplett goes on to describe his experience as part of a “bastard generation” that has “fallen into the trap” of the “new Jim Crow.” In their own way and on
their own terms, each of the letters in this collection trace similar connections.
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As Baldwin argues in “Notes for a Hypothetical Novel,” the second piece we read
together, the work of the writer is “to find the terms of our connection, without which
we will perish.” In the open letters and many other pieces, the authors remind us that we
share a national public culture. A generation followed the exploits of Tony Montana in
Scarface and Vito Corleone in The Godfather, danced to Michael Jackson, marveled at
Michael Jordon, and wished for families that more closely resembled the Huxtables on
The Cosby Show. We were initiated into the “war on drugs” through the national “Just
Say No” campaign and remember Nancy Regan’s PSAs and the D.A.R.E programing in our
public schools. Together, we watched Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath unfold on the
nightly news. But as these authors remind us, our “terms of connection” are not limited
to a shared national imaginary; they are also forged through a system of governance
that has produced vast inequalities in wealth, new forms of disenfranchisement and exclusion, and an immense new security apparatus that depend on the uneven distribution
of life chances. How we come to understand the “war on drugs,” the lessons encoded in
Scarface, or the devastation of Hurricane Katrina depends on our particular location
in a nation that, as Malcolm X put it, “will crush people, and then penalize them for not
being able to stand up under the weight.”
We used Baldwin’s distinction between “small e” and “large E” education as the
basis for a writing assignment on this topic. In “Dark Days,” Baldwin writes: “In the lowercase, education refers to the relations that actually obtain among human beings. In
the uppercase, it refers to power. Or, to put it another way, my father, mother, brothers,
sisters, lovers, friends, sons, daughters civilize me in quite another way than the state
intends.” We created pieces that focused upon “one key image, moment, or exchange to exemplify each form of e/Education.” The narratives collected in section four by M. Dixon,
C. Harvey, S. Kellman, and T. Scaggs responded to this prompt. M. Dixon and C. Harvey
describe their contradictory experience of the public face of the “war on drugs” and the
aggressive policing that it authorized. S. Kellman details the experience of caring for his
stepfather and the negotiations required to receive state assistance in a moment when the
poor were increasingly stigmatized. T. Scaggs recalls watching as a store security guard
pulled a gun on his mother in the “mid-90s” and the incongruities between the optimism
of a post-civil rights generation and his grandmother’s warning that white people “can
shoot you dead and nothing will happen to them.”
In another assignment, we juxtaposed a paragraph that describes “an historical
scene or a national political event” to one that offers “a detail from everyday life that is
connected in some way to this first scene.” Most of the pieces in section three were written in response to this prompt. C. Lewis and N. Triplett both describe watching Hurricane
Katrina from their prison cells. A. Vega describes watching the news of the assassination
of Mexican presidential candidate Colosio in 1994 at the age of 12 and the “profound
silence that filled the room as the hope of an entire nation was dead on arrival.” X. Anderson describes working at his grandmother’s store, across the street from Area 2
Police Headquarters in Chicago, while Police Commander Jon Burge “beat the hell out of
people.”
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Other assignments explored ways of locating our daily experiences in the material
conditions and feeling of that time and place. Hurston’s “My Birthplace” was our model.
It begins, “I have memories within me that came out of the material that went to make me.
Time and place have had their say. So you will have to know something about the time and
place where I came from, in order that you may interpret the incidents and directions of
my life.” Many of the pieces in section one “describe the time and place you grew up in
order to offer an account of the ‘material that went to make me.’” T. Scaggs describes
growing up in Lawndale in the 2000s, when that neighborhood was referred to as “the
holy city.” R. Robinson recalls his “eighth grade year” in the Southshore community
during “the summer of 1992,” when his block was “a neutral block. But a block or two
to the East, West, or North was another story.” R. Ornelas conveys the rhythms of ordinary life in another Chicago neighborhood during the “summer of ’86,” when “this one
cat moved from the ‘low end projects’ to the housing project near my house.”
Other pieces in sections one and two, such as A. Vega’s “En el mar la vida es ..”, R.
Ornelas’ “Back in the 4th grade…”, and R. Robinson and J. Bakr’s open letters explore
how our past experiences shape our sense of what is possible, desirable, or necessary in
the present. The maps reprinted throughout, each of which situates spaces of ordinary
life in relation to an “outside,” also explore this theme. For example, G. Reed’s map is of
Altgeld Gardens as it was in the “‘60s,’” “when respect was a moral and ethical way of
living and surviving in ‘the 100s,’” while J. Bakr maps the neighborhood in which he grew
up in terms of spaces of safety and “opposition territory” and A. Vega’s depicts his experience migrating from Mexico to the U.S as a child.
Many of the pieces reprinted below also contend with another theme—the impossible mandates of masculinity. Tim O’Brien’s “The Things they Carried,” which describes the
state’s attempts to incite and control masculinity and the forms of care that are forged
in combat, was an important model. The assignment was to juxtapose a paragraph that
describes a “scene of regret” with one that “details an act of caring for another or the
emergence of a community of care.” J. Bakr’s “To be awakened. . .”, O. Jones’ “You wonder why she called my name”, and C. Harvey’s open letter are good examples. Each piece
explores the forms of care that are forged and fought for under unbearable conditions.
For example, in his open letter to his father and uncle, C. Harvey describes the impossible mandate to be the “4-year-old-man-of-the house.” He recounts being taught that he
must never cry as well as the pleasures of being “taught the dialect of street violence,”
which left him feeling “like I’d just been initiated as 33rd degree Mason.” C. Lewis’s
“What makes a man?,” which ends this section, describes a recent forum at Stateville on
this topic.
In our final class sessions we experimented with collective writing. In one exercise
we answered questions central to the Mississippi Freedom Schools’ curriculum, which Mia
Henry distributed during her class visit: “What do we have that we do not want to lose?”
and “What do we need that we do not have?” Over the course of the next week, each of
us edited this material into a manifesto. In our final class, as we recited these for each
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other, we marveled at keen editing choices, laughed at hearing how others had incorporated our words, and broke into applause at the fierceness of the collective vision each
represented.

In 21st century America, increasingly segregated schooling systems, underfunded
public aid bureaucracies, draconian immigration policies, and vindictive policing penetrate
and shape the contours of ordinary life in devastating and profoundly unjust ways. A
large body of scholarship helps us to identify how, by what means, we become estranged
and alienated from each other under these conditions. Now we need to find ways to know
each other across these divides. Mia Henry and Mariame Kaba both facilitated remarkable
discussions as guest lecturers that brought this point home to me. For example, Kaba
began by having each of us explain our name. Many of the men know each other by their
chosen name, rather than the name they were given at birth. Most chose to share both
the family histories embedded in their birth name and the political commitments signaled
by their chosen name. As I listened, I began to appreciate how we are each engaged in the
struggle to forge new “terms of connection” with which we can live, even as we negotiate
those we have inherited. We must each contend with our location within a system of governance that depends on the uneven distribution of life chances. But we must also forge
solidarities on the basis of our shared desire to re-make the world from the ground up.
I offer my sincere thanks and deep gratitude to the brothers of the narrative for sharing their stories with me and for teaching me this lesson.
w/revolutionary love,
Amy Partridge
Northwestern University
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The problem the writer has which is, after all, his problem

and not yours is somehow to unite these things, to find the
terms of our connection, without which we will perish. The importance of a writer is continuous; I think it’s socially debatable and usually socially not terribly rewarding, but that’s
not the point; his importance, I think, is that he is here to describe things which other people are too busy to describe.”
—James Baldwin “Notes for a Hypothetical Novel”
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Section One

The material that went to make me
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Like the dead seeming, cold rocks, I have memories
within me that came out of the material that went to make
me. Time and place have had their say.
So you will have to know something about the time and
place where I came from, in order that you may interpret the
incidents and directions of my life.
--Zora Neale Hurston, “My Birthplace”
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J. Baker
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“The Place That Made Me”
T. Skaggs

As a young man my family and I

smile. We were a people kissed by chaos
and we were in love with its warm embrace.

moved around a lot. I would love to
say that we preferred to keep moving
from place to place, but the inescapable truth is that poverty required it.

My family and I never really had
much but I am glad it was that way. I’m
glad I grew up in that neighborhood, was
surrounded by these people, and encountered the struggles I did there. The poverty and pain of that place prepared me
for the world. I am rich in experience.

The place I am most comfortable
calling home is Douglas Boulevard. The
Boulevard was a romantic hell. Located
on the Westside of Chicago in one of the
many crime-ridden districts of the city, it
was part of the Lawndale community, which
was nicknamed “The Holy City.” I never
really understood why it was called that
because I can’t say I found it “holy.” Even
the churches had drug dealers in them.
The summers were a ball, though.
Brothers would be out all night until the
early morning, drinking and smoking, hustling, signifying, shooting dice, rapping
and singing. The sisters would be halfway naked dancing, gossiping, and kicking off fights to keep the drama going.
More than the places, like Ms.
Payne’s corner store and Momma Joes,
it was the people who made the neighborhood what it was and who made me the
person I have become. “Man” and “woman” were distinct paradigms. But every
group had their sphere of influence. And
everyone, no matter their personal beefs
with each other, shared a sense of urgency in protecting the welfare of the
community against oppression from outsiders. The community was supreme and
every individual was subordinate to it.
Violence and death were inevitable.
It was anarchy, but we still found a way to
13

“En el mar la vida es...”
A.Vega
“En el mar la vida es mas sabrosa, en el mar todo es sensacional.”
In the ocean life is more tasty, in the
ocean everything is more sensational.

life so energetically was everything to
me. For reasons of their own, my parents soon separated and my mother decided it would be best to migrate to the
U.S., leaving my baby sister behind.

My parents took me on my first vacation to a beach in Acapulco in Guerrero, Mexico. There was nothing I enjoyed
more than laying on one of the piers that
reached out into the pristine waters. Surrounded by mountains, the ocean was
so huge you could taste its saltiness,
alongside the sweetness of the fruit
trees. The sun was so bright it toasted my skin to a dark mahogany. There I
lay, connected with the earth, listening
to nature sing its tune. With my hands
underneath my chin, I watched the fish
that swam below. So many bright colors and different shapes and sizes, each
fish seemed to have its own personality.
Some swam slow and appeared to have
no worries. Others seemed curious. Others reminded me of me. This is the scene
that I carry in my minds’ eye to this day.

Nearly five years after Al Pacino
made his debut as Tony Montana in Scarface, we arrived in the West side of Chicago. We moved to a third floor apartment. Mom had to work. Alone, with plenty
of time, I stared out of the window. I’d
lean against it for so long, paint chips
would stick to my skin. No sunshine,
just a cold breeze blowing through the
homemade screen nailed down to the outside of the frame to keep me from falling into the strange Scarface scenes below. These streets couldn’t sing. They
screamed; one would holler, “It’s the
best side!” I leaned against that window
thinking “how could this be?” Perhaps I
should have closed my eyes. Maybe then
I would have escaped this brutal reality. But I couldn’t resist. I peaked.

I was only five years old when my
parents took me to Acapulco, on the
shores of the Pacific Ocean. The state
of Guerrero is in the Southern part
of Mexico and was named after Vincent
Guerrero, the first President in the history of the Western Hemisphere with
both indigenous and African roots. Later, Acapulco became a tourist attraction
and a destination for spring breakers,
which had its effects on the region.
At that time, there was nothing
more I could possibly have asked for.
To have my parents, together, enjoying
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“It Was the Summer of 1992..”
R. Robinson
It was the summer of 1992, about

crack cocaine, and I mean I really had
to hustle. There were times when six or
more us were hustling on one corner. One
day, a car pulled up and about three of
us ran to the car, each presented several rocks to the customer through the
car window. That time, I closed my hand
and removed it from the car. I declined to
make the sale because I realized that the
lady in the car was my friend’s mother.

my eighth grade year. I had been living
with my paternal grandmother for about
a year in the South Shore community

Right next door to my grandmother’s two-flat apartment was an identical two-flat in which a boy, who was
about a year younger than myself, also
lived with his grandmother. These kinds
of buildings are common in this area. The
only thing that separates each building
is a shared driveway, and I became really good friends with the boy next door.
The rooms in our two apartments were
laid out in identical fashion, only in reverse. We would kick it on walkie-talkies
instead of on the phone. We slept over
at each other’s homes, explored the city
on buses and on our bicycles, and visited
girls. Like our own parents, most girls’
parents were at work during the summer,

I would later come to realize that
this sort of thing was a lot more common than I knew. I will never forget
this. How can I when I continue to find
out about another family member who
has either recently become addicted
to drugs or has been so for years?!

My grandmother thought it best
that I stayed in front of our two-flat or,
at least, on the block within earshot. Our
block was considered a neutral block. A
block or two to the East, West or North
was another story. Occasionally, we would
hear gunfire, sirens and screeching tires
from those directions. But those blocks
also hosted the corner stores where the
community periodically converged. I went
to the stores every chance I got; it was
an excuse to venture beyond the block.
Well, there came a time when my
friend moved in with his father about five
blocks away and I joined the street organization that was forming on the next
block. At some point, I began hustling
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“Back in the Summer of ‘86”
R. Ornelas
Back in the summer of ’86, around

Sicco would probably have gotten an
even worse beating for violating the hospitality rules – “never disrespect a real
G’s humble abode”—if not for the fact
that some of the older guys in the Barrio stopped us from really “putting it on
him.” They only stopped us to see who
was getting his brains beat in, though.
But this gave Sicco enough time to jump
to this feet and run like Jesse Owens.

10pm, I was on the phone talking with
my main squeeze at the time. She was
cute, with dimples, and her hair was
like a poodle’s, naturally curly.

This one cat had moved from
the “low end projects” to the housing project near my house. This guy,
we’ll call him “Sicco,” had been sending threats my way since moving into the
‘hood. He didn’t even know a pimp!

After a day or two the police arrested Roo and myself. They placed us in separate interrogation rooms and played
good cop bad cop. They also played on
our intelligence, saying to me, “he said
you had the gun,” but later telling Roo
that I said he had had the gun and used
it to rob Sicco and his mother at the bus
stop on their way home from shopping at
some commercial center. We knew it was a
lie. And we’re always taught never talk to
the police and to invoke your 5th Amendment rights and say you want a lawyer.

Sicco had already gotten into a fight
with one of the Locos who lived in the
projects. He was on the floor getting
the “ground and pound” when his mama
jumped Loco from behind and bit him.
Anyway, that day, Sicco was in front
of my house in the street talking crazy,
calling everyone out to fight. He stripped
off his starter jacket, jumped out of his
gym shoes, and got into a Karate stance.
I told my girlfriend I’d call her back
later, hung up the phone, and grabbed
my nunchucks. My homey, Roo, declined
Sicco’s offer to fight and told him to
push on. My other homey, Rob, who was
more of a “prospect,” was Alf’s cousin from Country Club Hills and he really knew Kung Fu. Rob kicked Sicco in
the stomach and knocked the wind out
of him. As he buckled over, Rob came
back with a kick to the face. Sicco lay
on the ground. His “back-up” ran.
It was like a scene out of a Karate movie or
a cartoon. Roo got to stomping the mark
while he was down. I came with the ‘chucks.

I was charged with aggravated battery as a juvenile and Roo was charged
with armed robbery and assault with
a deadly weapon for confiscating Sicco’s gym shoes and starter jacket.
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“Dear Little Ricky”
J. Bakr
Dear Little Ricky,

icked, they asked “Where’s mom?” I dismissed their panic as nothing more than
dramatics. She was probably at the store,
I told them. “But all her stuff is gone.”
I leaped out of bed. It was true; all of
her belongings, all of her clothes, everything that was hers, was gone. Except
us, we were all she had left behind.

I often think, “what can I give to you
in return for the hope that you’ve given
to me?” I’ve felt a close connection with
you since the first time I laid eyes on you.
Then, I thought to myself, “the son of my
twin, maybe he too has my blood running
through his veins.” It may also be because
of the unbreakable bond I’ve always had
with your mom. I always tell her we were
best friends even before we were born.
I definitely feel a sense of obligation to
you, an obligation to give the very best
part of me. And it just so happens that
the best part of me is my family. We have
a beautiful one. The only thing I was ever
good at was being a big brother. Your
mom always tells me that I am and that
I’m the reason she is who she is today.

I tried to hide my fear. But up until
that day I was like you, my mother’s son;
she was my first love. That day she became
my first heartbreak. My deep disappointment must have been written on my face.
I’ll never forget the look in your mother’s eyes. She looked like she had lost
her entire world. Your tia Jasmine had the
exact same look. They looked at me, burst
into tears and came running to me. I tried
to console them. But I knew in that instant
that I could not cry. I had to be strong,
strong the way an exhausted runner crosses the finish line of a marathon, ready to
collapse but still trying to stand tall.

I wasn’t born a good brother and
maybe I can tell you a story about how
I became one. Let me first say this, humans have a natural capacity to disappoint. It is a part of our nature. Please
don’t let the story I’m about to tell you
change how much you love your grandmother Diana. If you learn anything from
this, learn that even though people may
let you down, it is not a reflection on
you. People just make mistakes. People aren’t defined by their mistakes.

Before that day, I never really had to
fight for my sisters; our mom had handled
all of our gripes. But from that day
forward, I’d fight for them. That
day I took up the position I am most
proud of; I became a big brother.
Before our grandparents discovered we were alone, I’d follow my sisters everywhere. I made sure they never
strayed too far from home. When they
got older, I’d scare away all the boys
that liked them. I rescued them whenever they had a fight. I couldn’t stand to
see them cry. When their eyes welled up,
a sense of urgency to keep them from crying overwhelmed me. I fought bullies who

When your mom and I were about
your age, and your Aunt Jasmine was sev
en, we went through something that made
us all understand how integral brothers
and sisters are to each others’ lives.
One morning I was asleep and your
mom and tia rushed into my room. Pan
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teased your mother. I hurt another kid
who touched your tia Jasmine when she
asked him not to. Soon, the whole school
knew not to mess with my sisters.

Fighting is wrong and you shouldn’t
fight, unless it’s to protect those you
love. But it doesn’t have to be with
punches, there are many other ways to
fight. So fighting should be your last
resort, but you should always stand
up for your sisters. There were times
I even had to fight with the wind because your mom was so skinny. a little
more advice: carry extra books in your
backpack because you’re skinny too!)
Now it’s your turn to be a good big
brother, to protect Navaeh from harm.
You may not always be able to prevent
her from being disappointed, but you
must always be there to defend her.
I don’t know why the world can sometimes be so cruel. Maybe it’s because
there are not enough big brothers.
Love,
Uncle Jimmy
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Section Two
Section Two

I say he became what he felt,
I say he became what he felt
and what he felt was
section two
everything
I say he became what he felt
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They were tough.
They carried all the emotional baggage of
men who might die. Grief, terror, love, longing—these were intangibles, but the intangibles had their own mass and specific gravity,
they had tangible weight. They carried shameful memories. They carried the common secret
of cowardice barely restrained, the instinct to
run or freeze or hide, and in many respects this
was the heaviest burden of all, for it could
never be put down, it required perfect balance
and perfect posture. They carried their reputations.
--Tim O’Brien “The Things They Carried”
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“Dear Dad and Uncle Craig”
C. Harvey
Dear Dad & Uncle Craig,

and using don’t mix. She ended up beating out the wrong guy. One night, late,
I awoke to the sound of our door being
kicked in. I felt like Anne Frank hiding in
the attic. But as the 4-year-old-man-ofthe-house, I was too proud to hide. So I
saw mom swinging the hammer that burst
his head. The only thing I could do was
scream and cry like a little white girl at
a Michael Jackson concert. From that
day forward I made it my business to never feel like a girl or a sissy again.

How I got here is something I want
the most influential men in my life to know.
Uncle Craig, I wanted to emulate
your every move; when you spoke I became Moses on Mt. Sinai. You taught
me the guerrilla tactics I would need
to survive the concrete jungle in which
we lived. Dad, from you I learned that
a single teenage mom can struggle so
much she hurts, she can hurt so bad
she hates, and that hate can develop
into abuse, of drugs and of her son.

By the time I was 8 years old, I began turning my hat the same way my uncles
did. Thinking it all meant the same thing, I
once flagged the wrong sign. Uncle Craig
playfully told me to turn it upside down.
When he taught me the handshake it felt
like I’d just been initiated as a 33rd degree Mason. He taught me the dialect of
street violence but, like Michael Corleone in Godfather, I was a made man.

When we were evicted we lived in the
projects with family and friends. Eventually, we moved on, thanks to Section
8 and public aid, only to struggle to pay
the bills. Dad, while you were playing
house with another woman and her five
kids whom you did not father, your own
son lived in a house with no running water. Sometimes I had to use Folgers Coffee cans to defecate in; this is a painful
reality for a mother, who was once a hurt
little girl abandoned by her father with
whom, ironically, I share a birthday. I became a reflection of you and him to her.

Years later, after a couple of my
homies were killed, Uncle Craig expressed
his concern in the form of a bulletproof
vest. Not many words were exchanged other than “be safe.” I knew you were concerned then because you came to the spot,
something you never did. I understood.

I rarely cried when I received whoopings. When I did I hated it because Uncle
Craig said only sissies and girls cry and I
was neither. If I cried after losing a fight
with my older siblings or cousins, he’d
punch me until I began to laugh at the
pain. Anything to impress Uncle Craig.

Uncle Craig, whether you realize
it or not, I was always learning all that
you taught me. Dad, because of what I
learned from you, I am now absent from
the lives of my children. How can I advise a youngster not to sell drugs, rob,
or kill without teaching a better way to
live, with love? At some point we must
become aware of what we teach and make
a conscious decision to learn some-

Although mom worked 9 to 5, she
also sold crack to make ends come close,
because they never met. But selling
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thing new. I blame neither of you. I’m
simply saying that’s how I got here.

G. Reed
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“Dear Cousin Jalen,”
R. Robinson

Dear Cousin Jalen,

I mean what do you think? How do
you feel about this? Are you able to see
that you may have it a little bit worse than
your mother and I had it, in our day? Don’t
trip if this is difficult for you to answer.
I acknowledge that a lot of the past may
not have been shared with you. But know
that you can talk to me, we can take up
any subject and I will be as open and real
with you as I can be. I won’t treat you as if
I know everything and you are the student
who should silently learn from the teacher. I’m not on that! When I was thirteen I
rejected people who talked down to me.
Instead, I hope you feel like “My cousin,
R.C. is cool as hell—that’s a real dude.” I
hope to be that person. To be real with you
now, one of the reasons I am reaching out
to you is because I feel the odds of you
walking into a grave are through the roof.
Another reason is because you are family.

After inquiring about your well-be-

ing, I have learned that you are now about
the age of thirteen. Watching the news and
seeing the things that the youth are dying over compels me to reach out to you.

Relax, I’m not about to deliver a
lecture Instead, I actually want to attempt to relate to you. Given that I’ve been
locked up your entire life, I realize that we
have only interacted once. What was that,
like a brief conversation on the phone,
right? Which means that you, in fact, don’t
really know me, but only know of me. I’d
like to change that if you are willing.
As you know, your grandmother and
my mother are first cousins. I don’t know
about all the second, third, or once-removed jargon, all I know is that we are
cousins! Anyway, I have pretty much known
your mother all my life, as we were born
just one year apart. For a brief while, we
all lived together on 62nd and Dorchester. I recall being able to go to any of the
area parks and playlots without the risk
of a Hidiya Pendleton situation. That was
when penny candy existed and juice and
chips cost a quarter. Your mom, my sister,
and all their female friends ate sunflower seeds, corn nuts, and Now-Or-Laters
with pickles between jump rope sessions.
I recall times too when your great grandmother (R.I.P.) used to freeze Kool-Aid
and sell the icy cups to the neighborhood kids for 25 cents. I’m sure these
times are foreign to you, which to me is a
clear indication that thirteen year olds
today are being robbed of their youth.

In the event that you may be a little apprehensive about talking to me
about drugs in particular, know that I
know about it in our family. Maybe that
offers some ease. Unfortunately, drugs
are in our communities, woven into all
our families. I know how substance abuse
affects households and I know you are
no stranger to receiving love in strange
ways. I refrain from offering details of
what this might look like, as you may not
feel comfortable going there with me yet.
But now you know I am capable of understanding where you are coming from,
should you ever want to talk about it.
On the topic of drugs in the ‘hood,
have you noticed that black, or “urban,”
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neighborhoods are always the poorest
ones with the highest rates of crime and
violence? Have you noticed, especially
recently, that there is really nothing for
you to do in the ‘hood but get into trouble? I ask because if you can see this, then
maybe one way to rise above the inevitable
future planned for you is to use any opportunity to venture out of the ‘hood.

In this game called life everyone has
to pay to play, and you cousin have been
dealt a hell of a hand. Nothing comes
free; anything worth having you’ll find
you have to work hard to get! I communicate this to you because I want you to
save yourself. But first you must think
for yourself and get to a point where you
no longer blame impossible circumstances for your actions. I have watched three
cousins come through these dismal gates.
Two are still here. I tell you, you think
you have it hard out there but it’s worse
in here. I do not want to sit on my hands
and watch you go from one hell to another, Even worse would be to learn you had
been killed. I would be perpetuating my
own failures if I did not try to reach you.
In closing, I would like to leave
you with some words of wisdom. You cannot free yourself through hate. Hate
will only produce more of the chaotic
destruction you see everyday. Your power is your mind; do not give it away. Exercise truth. It has been said that, “he who
is arrogant without power will be servile while there is no subjection.” That’s
one for you to grow on! Peace & love!
Your cousin, R.C.
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“To be awakened...”
J. Bakr
To be awakened by the belligerent

screams of my drunken grandfather was a
common occurrence in our household. My
two sisters and I were ripped from peaceful sleep on many a night. We shared a
small bedroom in a tiny apartment that
consisted of a twin bed on a frame and a
full size mattress on the floor. No dressers or nightstands, just a couple of beds.

On this night my grandfather had
it in his mind that he was going to beat my
sisters and I senseless. Could I allow this
to happen? I was seven years old. My sisters clenched my arms and stood behind
me, their only defense. I was afraid so I
prayed. I prayed to be somewhere else,
somewhere safe, somewhere far away.
I am fifteen, struggling to find myself as a young man, still a moma’s boy at
heart. My mom is back. I blamed myself for
her leaving and I wasn’t going to allow
anything that might make her leave again.
I’d be a good boy this time; she wouldn’t
leave us for a man again. I watched her as
she cooked in the kitchen, comforted by
her presence. It felt safe with her there.
Her brother, my uncle, fuelled up on rage
and alcohol and by his disdain for her and
the fact that she had abandoned her children, had it in his mind that he was going
to punish her for her indiscretions. She
sought refuge behind me. She turned to
the son she had left without looking back
for protection. This time, I fought. I fought
as hard as I could for as long as I could.
When the fight was over, she was gone.
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“You wonder why she called my name?”
O. Jones
You wonder why she called my

name? I don’t. It was the middle of the
day and year and our mom had just tried
to erase Tay’s life. But then I came in and
interrupted the scene. I took care of the
knives, the pills and the rope. I sat our
angry, sweating, crazed, beloved mother down. Then I went to the front door.
Tay was outside waiting so I stood in the
doorway and waited too. Crying, she said,
“Buddy . . . I’m sorry.” But all I heard was
“Help!” Mom. Tay. So what I said to her
was “Go.” And at the age of 13, she left.

It was about 5 days after the murders. A passing storm had left a lingering mugginess in its wake that clung to
everything. I was still on the run, running from what felt like an entire city of
failures: wind-tossed trash against the
curb, family, the static glow of TVs, police, unread newspapers, friends and
strangers. It was night now. I had spent
most of the day by myself along the train
tracks. Now I needed to be around people.
I strolled through backstreets with little light but all the evidence of poverty.
I came across a drunk. He had managed to spill something like 20 cans of
cheap, but still unopened, beer all over
the sidewalk and road. He could barely
even stand up on his own I heard this quiet voice whispering “Go.” I paused. I cannot say why I chose to stop and help. But
I gathered all the cans and that man and
I carried them home. When he was safely home, and only then, I left. I was 24.
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“Back in the 4th grade..”
R.
Ornelas
Ornealas
Dustin
Sherwood
Back
in the 4th grade there was a

new student, this little girl from a different school. Instead of welcoming her we
(the boyz mainly) picked on her. It took on
a life of its own, a vicious cycle of bullying one another. One day in the lunchroom I tripped her as she was eating raisins out of a little box. She fell on her
face and ended up with a big swollen knot.
My homey got blamed and never told on
me. Neither did any of the other students
who had witnessed the crime take place.

I ran into her in my second year of
high school. It was by the gym. I asked
her if she remembered me. It seemed like
the clock stood still. Everything in me
wanted to apologize and tell her I was
sorry for doing the terrible things we
did and for being one of the ringleaders. That horrible lesson stood with
me when I saw non-gang affiliated guys
being picked on for sport in the county jail. I used to stick up for them.
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“What Makes a Man?”
C. Lewis
What makes a man? Is it the type

of car he drives? Is it the beautiful woman on his arm? Is it the hunting and
fishing tales? Or, as in prison, is it the
fact of he’s having been in a gang? Is
it the number of fights he’s won? Is it
the amount of drugs he sells? Or is
it because he is a jailhouse lawyer?

A few years ago, I had the opportunity to engage in a forum about our
definitions of manhood and masculinity. The forum opened with the question,
“What is a man?” This question generated an avalanche of opinions as the men
in the room each shared their sense of
what it means to be a man—a man must
be a protector, responsible, a husband,
a breadwinner, a creator, a leader, a
teacher, a father, accountable, a warrior, a friend, a companion, an expression
of the universe, made in God’s image.
A guest speaker at the forum, cultural anthropologist Dr. Jose Santos, did
field work in San Miguel, El Salvador that
focused on meanings of masculinity there.
He studied a group of men who had converted to Evangelicalism after living rough
lives. He explained that their conception
of what it means to be a man changed drastically after converting. Whereas, before
their conversion, they described men as
violent, aggressive and womanizing, afterwards they described men as people of
faith, who are non-aggressive and have
a strong love of family. “There is something about their beliefs that unlocks
human potential,” Santos concluded.
In other words, what it means to be
a man is dependent upon who you ask.
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Section Three

And when is there time to
remember, to sift, to weigh,
to estimate, to total?
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There is a moment from that time that I remember today
and will probably always remember—a photograph from
the center section of the Daily News. We were starving,
people all over the country were starving. Yet here
were several photographs of farmers, somewhere in
America, slaughtering hogs and pouring milk onto the
ground in order to force prices up (or keep them up), in
order to protect their profits. I was much too young to
know what to make of this beyond the obvious. People
were being forced to starve, and being driven to death,
for the sake of money.
--–James Baldwin, “Dark Days”
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“body after body...”
N. Triplett
Body after body just floated by,

it was as if God was a swimming instructor teaching these poor people to hold
their breath. Devasting! An incomprehensible blow to my spirit. These were human beings, family members, friends, lovers. Now they were dead. To see these
images on TV made me question America. For the first time, I began to see
my home as a third world country.
Correction, this is no longer my home.

As I watch these horrific scenes play
out on the television, I stand, a hostage
held in a facility where I am being wrongfully tried for first-degree murder. Like
the victims of the hurricane, I too just
float, lifeless, letting the currents of
injustice carry me to a final resting place.
But oh! like those victims, the human spirit
in me is alive and well and I too will fight
and fight, even if help never comes for me.
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“Hurricane Katrina was...”

C. Lewis

Hurricane Katrina was one of the
most surprising, frustrating and devastating disasters up to that time; surprising and frustrating because it caught everyone unprepared and unable to care
for themselves and their loved ones.
Devastating because FEMA was so very
slow in responding to their needs, which
lead to the unnecessary loss of lives.
Included amongst those who died unnecessarily were inmates, who were not
at liberty to fend for themselves and
whose safety was not a priority.
I was here, at Stateville, when Hurricane Katrina struck. My cellmate and I
watched several hours of reporting and,
like most people, were in awe of everything we saw, including FEMA’s slow response. Several weeks later, while viewing the post-Katrina clean up process,
we noticed groups of inmates participating in that work. Was their participation
voluntary or mandatory? On this matter, my cellmate and I had a difference
of opinion that was never resolved.
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“March 23, 1994...”
A. Vega
							
March 23, 1994: Mexican presidential
candidate Luis Donaldo Co							
losio was assassinated. Colosio was
							the second coming to a nation that
							had been robbed of its wealth as a
							result of political corruption. To the
							people of Mexico, Colosio was the
re-incarnation of Emilio Zapata. With
							his assassination, their hopes of a
							resurrection were assassinated too.
							
I was 12 years old, too young
							to understand the real consequenc							es of the Colosio assassination. But I
can remember sitting in the living room
							with my parents watching the break							ing news. Something very serious had
							happened in our home country. A pro							found silence filled the room as the
news pronounced the hope of an en							tire nation dead on arrival. My mother
							shifted in her seat and looked at me
							with a deep sense of sadness. She was
speechless. Twenty years later, we re							main captive in the “Land of the Free.”
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“9100 S. Cottage Grove”

X. Anderson

9100 S. Cottage Grove, Area 2 Police Headquarters: a unit, ruthless and
dangerous like us, but they have a shield
to protect them. A gang, with honor, loyalty, and love, but they have a shield
to protect them. Blood, wars, nightmares, torture, like us, but they have a
shield to protect them. They lie, steal,
cheat and hurt. What’s the difference?
9101 S. Cottage Grove, McGee Shoe
Clean: I liked going to granny’s house.
We would work in her business, McGee’s
Shoe Clean, and work hard! Cleaning
shoes. Repairing shoes. Getting coffee. For whom? Area 2 police coming in
to get a shoe shine. As a kid I did not
know that they were over there beating
the hell out of people. Who’s to say I
didn’t clean blood off those same policemen’s shoes? I was 10, 11, 12. Wow.
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“Nearly 92 Years Ago...”

A. Vega
Nearly 92 years ago, Marcus

Garvey, the Black Moses, thanked
Southern whites for lynching the “American negro,” claiming that by doing so
they made the “negro” conscious of the
fact that they were not wanted in this
country and can never progress here.

Marcus Moneiah Garvey saw
Trayvon Martin coming. Dr. King
saw Jordan Davis. Martin R. Delany saw the murder and obesity, poverty and helplessness that have
come to define our communities.
They had a vision that allowed them to see what we seem unable to see now—the manifest maliciousness of American racism
and Western Imperial iniquity.
This pain that we feel today is
a result of our inability to see what is
before us and this scotoma sets us on
a perpetual cycle of futility and suffering, unable to see our way out.
The same crossroads at which
Garvey stood is before us—two paths
and two destinies, borne of two different levels of consciousness.
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Section Four

E/education
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Education with a small e is different than Education
with a large E. In the lowercase, education refers to the
relations that actually obtain among human beings. in the
uppercase, it refers to power Or, to put it another way,
my father, mother, brothers, sisters, lovers, friends,
sons, daughters civilize me in quite another way than the
state intends.
---James Baldwin,“Dark Days”
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“Coke Wars”

C. Harvey
If my life were a movie, Ronald Rea-

on one hot, mid-August day. it was
unusually quiet in Amsterdam, my mother’s
house. As my brother and I watched cartoons, suddenly my mother screamed and
then yelled my name, “Breyon!” My heart
began to race as I rushed to the sound
of her voice. I opened the bathroom door.
A cloud of smoke escaped like an S.O.S.
signal. My mother was leaning against
the bathtub with a New Jack City G-money
crack pipe in her hand. Sweating profusely, she was going into labor! Mom was in
her third trimester of pregnancy with her
third son. She instructed me to go to our
neighbors and call an ambulance. While
awaiting their arrival, I washed the bottom of her feet; they looked like she’d
been dancing in tar. I also brushed her
hair and counted her contractions. A few
days later my brother was born a “crack
baby” and taken into DCFS custody, a
poster child for the “war on drugs.”

gan would be the director and it would
have a hip-hop soundtrack. The soundtrack
would stand for all I could not say in a
society of adults that do not listen to
the youth, because they’re too busy telling them to “shut up” and “stay out of
grown folks business.” Adults are army
sergeants and the children are cadets
and the policy is “don’t ask, don’t tell.”

I was born at the beginning of a
decade in which the nation declared two
wars. Michael Jordan had recently won
his first MVP award as arguably the most
exciting man in sports. Michael Jackson
and Prince were at the top of the Billboard Pop Charts. Eddie Murphy was
the funniest man on the big screen and
Jessie Jackson ran a successful presidential campaign, but lost the race. As
for me, my favorite pastime was watching
The Cosby Show and Different Strokes,
imagining I was Theo Huxtable or Arnold
Drummond. During commercial breaks, it
was Pepsi versus Coke and an innovative
advertising campaign declared the beginning of the “coke wars.” Michael Jackson
and Coca Cola Max were on the frontlines, representing for Pepsi and Coke.

In every war there’s a target,
soldiers, casualties and fatalities, winners and losers. What becomes of a 7
year old with PTSD? Ironically, this nation adopted the mantra “no child left
behind,” while it left millions of children behind, dead and incarcerated, because the “coke war” between Pepsi and
Coca-Cola was more important than the
“coke war” taking place in black and Latino communities. God bless America!

In 1988 I was seven. Sneaking a
swig of mom’s ice cold Pepsi was the best.
I loved the tingling sensation as the acid
fizzled and made me belch after a nice
gulp. But nothing quenched my soul like
hip-hop. On sunny days, I would help my uncle shine his rims, as the 808 bass pumped
through his 10-inch Pioneer subwoofer
speakers. Sitting in the backseat, I was
hypnotized into a rhythmic trance, nodding
to the beat like a bobble-headed doll.
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“The 1980’s Were the Years That...”

M. Dixon

The 1980s were the years that the

in a blue D.A.R.E. shirt. “Where did
you get that from?” she asked, as I
hugged her belly. “From school.”
“School?” she asked, frowning. “Mom,
we’re going to save the community from
crack!” “What do you know about crack?”
she asked. “Everything! The police taught
us about it. It kills people,” I say as I begin counting down on my fingers. “It makes
you steal and you become bad,” I say, as I
bounce around her. She picks me up, looks
me in the eye, and says, “Our president has
waged a ‘war on drugs’ and your program
D.A.R.E. is a part of that. But the people
who really deal drugs won’t go to jail.”

news media began to circulate the rumor
of a crack epidemic. I’m sure most of the
disgust over crack was imaginary. Still,
this did not slow the wave of oppression
rushing us like a mad bull. The writing was
on the wall: a “War on Drugs,” or as we
read it a “War on black folks,” had been
declared. But many failed to take heed.

The prelude to this declaration
of war, crept in with ninja-like stealth, in
the form of rich, wrinkled Nancy Reagan,
as old as the inherited pearls she always
wore. Her campaign slogan, “Say No To
Drugs,” was rallying support across the
country. Soon delegates of this ideology
made their way to our community, having
taken control of all the local grammar
schools. D.A.R.E. found us and was delighted to have access to our young minds.

I loved my mom and trusted her
with my life, but how could anyone believe that drug dealers weren’t going
to jail with the D.A.R.E. program on the
case? Come on!; the president of America was backing it. Determined, I set my
mind to routing out the evil that wanted
to destroy my community. Peering out of
the second floor window, I watched dutifully for the criminals intent on poisoning our neighborhood and robbing our
homes. Mr. Atwater, down the street, was
always coming in late and leaving early. I
thought maybe he was a drug dealer until I found out he had two jobs and was
always racing to make it to work on time.

In 1988 I was eight years old. I
was captured by the wonder of the event,
rather than the message. Police officers,
in bright blue uniforms, with shiny badges and quietly aggressive guns, set my
world aglow. A tall, brown-skinned brother, who must have been about thirty, got
up to speak, “Say no to drugs and if you
see drug dealers in your community speak
up and call the police.” “Our community is under siege by crack dealers!” he’d
said and “we have to make it clear that we
don’t want drugs in our communities and
we don’t want them.” Then they passed
out red and blue D.A.R.E shirts, with the
words “Just Say No” printed on the back.

One Sunday morning, as the block
bustles with Christians heading for service, I rush out of the house but stop
when I see my mother hesitating and my
two sisters looking at something half way
down the block. I follow their glances
and see two twenty-something men grinning and snickering as four teens cower
under their gaze. The two men jump out

When my mother came home from
work that night she found me draped
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of the blue and white squad car and slam
one of the teens to the ground, blooding
his face. Then they force the others face
down in the dirt as well. “Tyshawn don’t
even sell drugs, he work at the McDonald’s down the way,” my oldest sister
complains as we stand watching and the
men search the contents of their baggy
Guess and Used jeans and their Nikes for
drugs. One snatches a Dookie Rope off
one of the teens and pockets it. “Why y’all
doing these boys like this? They don’t
bother nobody,” Mrs. Conway asks stepping off her porch. The shorter of the
two men rolls his eyes and steps towards
her, “Please! Stand back Mam’. We’re just
doing our job.” “I bet you don’t do white
folks that way,” Mr. Peterson says as he
gets out of his car in front of his house.

I look closer. I recognize another face; Hakeem, from down the way who
helped me fix my flat tire last week when
I couldn’t figure it out. He’d even taken
the time to show me what I was doing wrong
before returning to his basketball game.
He most certainly was not “the bad guy”
that the D.A.R.E. program warned us was
poisoning our community. Listening to the
Sargent talk about criminals, I’d pictured
them the way they look in gangster movies. Scarface and Vito Corleone were my
idea of what to watch out for. I saw their
perfectly tailored suits as the disguises used to infiltrate normal society and
flood tons of drugs into my neighborhood.
Why couldn’t the police see
that? This question spun around in
my mind like a bullet in the chamber of .38 caliber revolver.
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“A Regrettable Adventure”

T. Skaggs

Standing just above my mother’s hip at the time, I watched as a security guard at the local shopping
mart drew a weapon on my mother.

My older brother was hemmed in
by another security guard. He was being relieved of the cough drops he had
stashed deep down in his pants. I guess
he was determined to have them because
I could have sworn I had seen my mother
take them out of the cart and put them
back on the shelf at least two times already. Which is probably why I hadn’t
even attempted to put what I had stashed
into the shopping cart first. We were
each entitled to 1 item, no “ifs, ands or
buts about it.” Times were hard and mom
couldn’t afford any frivolous shopping.

Time stood still. I saw lips moving but only heard the sound of my heart
beating, slow. My vision seemed to be
clearer than it had ever been before. I was
focused on what was happening in front
of me but I also saw granny sitting in her
chair next to Ms. Marie and the rest of her
gossipin’ buddies saying, “Boy, don’t you
trust them white folks! They can shoot you
dead and won’t nothing happen to ‘em.”
Ms. Marie chimes in “ain’t that the truth.”

I saw the hand gestures the
guard gave my mother; there was another person they were looking for. My
mother signaled to her ear and lips.

For what seemed like forever, I watched this white man pointing his
gun at my mother and I couldn’t help
but wonder, “did granny tell my mother that?” I know she never really spoke
to my mother directly on account of the
fact that she never learned sign language. But I wondered if she had, nonetheless, imparted that fact to her as
she had to me? Or was it even a fact?

I decided to make a break for it.
I had to dump the evidence before they
got to me. But I was already too late.
My mother had spotted me. We connected eye to eye. The look she gave me was
terrifying. Again time stood still. Granny
was in front of me saying “if one of y’all
get in that sto’ wit’ ya moma and start
actin’ up and embarrass her I’ma whoop
all y’all asses!” I felt granny’s whatever-she-could-find-to-beat-us-with ass
whoopings and cringed as I met my mother’s eyes. She pointed her finger at me
and signaled for me to come to her.

Granny grew up in a time when black
folks were discriminated against and racial tensions ran high, but, for goodness
sake, it was the mid-90s. This was supposed
to be the era of 5-0s, R & B and hip hop.
All the local artists were blowing up and
putting Chicago on the map. The drug trade
was booming and everyone involved in it
was getting their fair share. People of color were marching together on Washington.
Our voices were being heard. No white man
was going to be able to shoot her and get
away with it. Was he? What did she do?

The two guards approached me and
dug into my pockets only to relieve me of
some stupid Band Aids! Band Aids! What
was I thinking?! Some Pocahontes Band
Aids at that! Uncle Darrick was going to
have a field day with that. He was always
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trying to crack jokes about something. I
dreaded going home that day. I regretted
the fight I had had with my brother and
the cuts on my face (thus the Band Aids). I
hated the one item rule. I dreaded my life.
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“What is One To Do?”

S. Kellman

What is one to do when you find

teach myself how to grow delicious food.
I use the rest of the money for meats and
things I cannot grow, like oils, some seasoning, milk and cheeses. Inadvertently,
the system teaches me a valuable lesson
as I transform our home-grown vegetables
into some of the “best-tasting and looking” food that my stepfather had ever had.

yourself in that undesirable social class
that is too poor to afford some basic
needs yet too “rich” to be eligible for
most assistance, except Meals on Wheels
and food pantries? We were in dire need of
medical and financial assistance in caring
for my stepfather. But if you earn a dollar
over their cut-off point, even if all your
money goes to bills, you will essentially
starve. That’s what happens when you’re
elderly, alone, or the family you do have
doesn’t wish or cannot afford to take care
of you. Can’t just “dump him in a home”
and be done with it; they want money too.

Even though the cat litter smell is

still prominent, grilled peppers and roasted garlic also fill the air. He eats on a
table made of two milk crates and a piece
of plywood but that doesn’t detract from
the visual feasts that I place in front of
him: a grilled chicken breast salad with
orange peppers, blue kale, purple carrots, roasted butternut squash, yellow
cherry tomatoes, purslane, and a slice of
fresh baked cranberry walnut buckwheat
bread with a pad of melting sweet cream
butter. To the unknowing eye, it might appear an expensive, even a deliberately opulent, meal. But it cost less than $3.00.

So what is my stepfather to do?
His wife, my mom, works to pay the bills
that his $1,100 Social Security check
can’t cover and I have to tend to him basically 24-7 and care for his wounds and
deal with his incontinence and tendency
to do crazy things at 2am, like scooting across the floor with feces escaping his Depends, leaving a trial to wherever he chooses to stop. And to top it
off, money for healthy food is unobtainable. At least let the man slowly whither away eating something other than bologna sandwiches and Aldi pretzels.

Thank God this stranger, a volunteer health care nurse who shows
up twice a week, also enjoys the meals.
They become an expression of my gratitude for her and her willingness to
assume some of the physically draining weight of caring for him for a few
hours. She doesn’t even know how much
I appreciate this two-hour break.
			
			****

I get the bright idea to apply for
food stamps myself. Since my “job” is
taking care of my stepdad, my income is
nil, thereby qualifying me for assistance.
I use the Link Card to buy seeds and I
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Being a home healthcare provider

You sit at the make-shift table and

you see a lot of things. You have your paying contracts and your occasional Medicare/Medicaid recipient who is typically unable to afford anyone other than a family
member, friend or volunteer. Then there
are those who milk the system, who have
money stashed somewhere and may not
even be sick; they just enjoy the company
of a young woman who waits on them so
they maneuver the system to their benefit.
So your flags go up when you arrive at one
of your indigent clients home and a twenty-something opens the door and immediately offers you what appears to be a fivestar meal in a room with dozens of antique
clocks; cuckoo clocks, clocks on the mantel, even a grandfather clock! You have to
ask yourself, “Is this one of those families that takes advantage of the system?”

devour the meals served by an enigmatic man in jeans and a t-shirt who looks
like a street punk and, for some reason, seems grateful for your presence.

You stop acting so forthcoming,

a little less eager to please because it
seems like these people don’t respect
the system, or your time. You think, they
could have paid for a nurse. Heck, the guy
might actually be a paid worker and you
are the dupe for volunteering. The food
looks expensive and you assume these
people have money. So, in your notes,
you speculate that this family may actually have money based on your findings
and express your confidence that the
system will not tolerate malingering-type
people intent on taking advantage.
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“Dear Najae”

N. Triplett

Dear Najae,

pects of this world that pertain to you.

I write you today to explain
yesterday in the hopes that you
will have a better tomorrow.

Life is a fight! You fight to get
here and you fight to stay here. You
have to fight to get anywhere. The
world you live in is different from the
world I grew up in, yet some challenges persist. You will never know racism
the way I did. So too I will never know
racism the way my grandfather did.

For me this letter is complex, for it represents my failure as a man while demonstrating
my love for you as your father.

In just a few short months you
will be 13 years old, which in some countries makes you a man. For me, manhood
is defined by your circumstances and
the conditions of your life. It is very
possible for you to be a man at your
age, given the responsibilities I have
heaped upon you in my absence (jail).

Notice I did not say my father. I

never knew my father. I am from what I
call “the bastard generation.” We are
from an era when men took a break from
being men. An era when men left the responsibility of raising a child up to the
women, only to go next door, create another child, and leave him as well. As I
write this, I realize I am guilty of this as
well. But there is a difference of intent.
It was not our intention to leave our children behind. We have simply fallen into a
trap, one that was set many years ago.

For that, and for many other rea-

sons, I have failed you, but I have never
abandoned you. My love for you is unconditional and it pains me that you may not
know the depths of my commitment to you.
As I write this, I am coming to grips with
the fact that I may never hug you as a free
man. This moves me to tears and motivates
me to fight even harder for freedom.

Some call it “the new Jim Crow.”

Basically a repurposing of the original
Jim Crow, which was a set of policies intended to keep newly freed slaves captive.
These policies became laws that made life
so difficult for a free man with no money
or education that, eventually, he would
return to the only life he knew, that of
a slave. Or he had to accept the consequences of adjusting to a life that was
not designed for him, but against him.

When I think of you, I think about
how I am forever amazed by the qualities that define your character. Like
me, you understand deeply. And you
are also cunning, witty, charismatic, charming. Those qualities will serve
you well throughout this life. but you
must learn to be aware of all the as
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Now they use jails and the court

smart on your journey, never be quick
to speak but always listen. As a man you
must know that if you cannot run your
life someone else will. I am a living example of this. But you are meant to be better
than I am. As a Native American man told
me, “the one with his ear to the ground
hears the buffalo coming.” Pay attention!

system to keep us in captivity. They study
our people, our culture, They find out
what we like to do and how we have fun,
then they make it criminal. Once the law
is in place it becomes almost impossible not to break it. Once you do, you
go to court and, if found guilty, you
go to jail. Once in jail, you are subject to the 13th Amendment, which allows persons convicted of a crime to be
subject to conditions of slavery. In the
end, those original policies are still enshrined in our current legal system.

Your Father

This is the trap that I, and countless
others, have fallen into. So, the difference between your father and my father is
that it was never my intention to leave you
behind, I just could not identify the trap.
What I am starting to see now, in

this prison system, is the massive overcrowding. It seems as if the walls are
bursting at the seams. This suggests a
plan that is no longer going to plan.
This trouble’s me for I fear a new scheme
is on the horizon, a scheme in which
our young men will become the target.
I do not tell you this to scare you; as
I said, life is a fight and you are meant
to live it. Go on to be great. But I expect you to observe and recognize the
changes that are coming your way.

In closing I leave you with this: Be
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A. Vega
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A country is only as good—I don’t care now about the Constitution and the laws, at the moment let us leave these things
aside—a country is only as strong as the people who make it up
and the country turns into what the people want to become. Now
this country is going to be transformed. It will not be transformed by an act of God, but by all of us, by you and me. I don’t
believe any longer that we can afford to say that is entirely out
of our own hands. We made the world we’re living in and we have
to make it over. 					
--James Baldwin, “Notes for a Hypothetical Novel”
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